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Optimization Model

Our optimization model chooses candidates from existing gas station locations to put new EV charging stations, with the objective to minimize the total station and charger number while satisfying the following constraints:
1. The driving distance from highway exits to each locations should not exceed 10 miles
2. Newly added EV stations can support all EV traffics passing by
3. Charger count at each location should not exceed 15

For each location $i$, our variables are $x$ (# of new chargers), $d$ (driving distance from highway exits), $y$ (existing EV charger # within 5 miles), $e$ (maximum EV traffic within 5 miles). The model is:

$$\text{minimize } \sum x_i$$

subject to $d < 10$

$$(x_i + y_i + e_i) \times \text{ratio} \geq e_i$$
$x_i \in \mathbb{Z}, x_i \leq 15, x_i \geq 0$

Model Result

With different EV% of total registered vehicles scenario on example I-5 south area, model result is shown in Figure 3. The result on whole I-5, I-90 and I-82 are shown in Figure 4.

Conclusion & Looking Forward

Model-suggested new locations are evenly scattered around areas where higher traffic is presented. They not only fulfill the anticipated increasing demand in city area, but also fill the gap around comparatively rural areas. However, current optimization model doesn’t incorporate crime rate, NRI, attractions informations. For future steps, we can incorporate those factors to create a score on each optimized locations suggesting whether we recommend to build an EV station there.
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